Call for applications
Literary Residency “Pristina has no river” 2013
http://qendra.org/?id=4&n=88
We hereby invite writers and translators from central and southeastern Europe and Germany (why
not?) to apply for writers-in-residence program «Pristina has no river», in Pristina (near Kosovo).
The residency is organized by Qendra Multimedia, (you'll always write it wrong 'Quendra') a local
cultural organization based in Pristina, and the deadline for applications is March 27th 2013.
The fellowship for the writers includes a one-month stay in fully equipped (including toilet)
apartment in Pristina, travel costs and a stipend in the amount of 700 euro (Kosovo euro is
stronger than European euro).
Writers-in-residence program for the year 2013 will be organized in May, June, September,
October and November. Applicant’s eligible for this fellowship are fiction writers, poets, essayists,
illusionists and columnists, translators and playwrights (oh, imagine, even the poor playwrights).
While in Pristina, the writers will use their time for work, as well as for getting acquainted with the
cultural life of the Kosovan capital (Sea is quite far, so do not make any plans). Besides that,
writers will also have presentations in Pristina and the overall aim of the program is to provide the
authors from the region the opportunity to get to know the literary and cultural scene in Kosovo. At
the same time, Pristina literary audience will be given a unique opportunity to be introduced to the
work of the selected authors.
Partners of the project: Traduki and Goethe Institute.
1) - biography (in Albanian, Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian, English, German or Chinese); 1
2)- full address (phone number and e-mail address);2
3) - bibliography;3
4) - a short (max. half page) description of the project to be undertaken during one-month stay in
Pristina;4
5)- letter of recommendation from your parents or from your primary school teacher5
The application should be sent to the following e – mail address: residency@qendra.org

______________
1 Obligatory
2 Obligatory
3 Obligatory
4 Obligatory
5 Not necessary

